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Given four complex matrices A,B,C and D, where A ∈ Cn×n and D ∈
Cm×m, and given a complex number z0:What is the (spectral norm)
distance from D to the set of matrices X ∈ Cm×m such that z0 is a
multiple eigenvalue of the matrix(
A B
C X
)
?
This problem is solved when z0 is not an eigenvalue of A. We also
give a conjecture when z0 is an eigenvalue of A.
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1. Introduction
Malyshev [8], using ideas on the stability radius of real matrices from Qiu et al. [10], solved the
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z0, ﬁnd the distance from G to the set of matrices of C
q×q
that have z0 as a multiple eigenvalue. His
solution was given by the formula:
min
Y∈Cq×q
m(z0,Y)2
‖Y − G‖ = max
t0
σ2q−1
(
G − z0Iq tIq
0 G − z0Iq
)
. (1)
Here σ2q−1 denotes the (2q − 1)th singular valuewhen the singular values are considered in decreasing
order; the norm ‖ · ‖ is the spectral or operator norm, and m(z0,Y) denotes the algebraic multiplicity
of z0 as an eigenvalue of Y .
When only the entries of a southeast submatrix ofG are perturbed,we have a restrictedWilkinson’s
problem. We will address it in this paper.
Problem 1. Given four complexmatrices A,B,C,D,where A ∈ Cn×n andD ∈ Cm×m, and a complex number
z0, ﬁnd the distance from D to the set of matrices X ∈ Cm×m such that the matrix(
A B
C X
)
has to z0 as a multiple eigenvalue.
Let us denote by Ln,m the Cartesian product C
n×n × Cn×m × Cm×n. Given G ∈ Cq×q, the spectrum
of G will be denoted by(G), and the set of multiple eigenvalues of G will be denoted by2(G). For a
triple of matrices α :=(A,B,C) ∈ Ln,m, and for each X ∈ Cm×m we will denote
M(α,X) :=
(
A B
C X
)
.
Given a triple of matrices α ∈ Ln,m and a complex number z0, let us consider the sets
M2(α) :={X ∈ Cm×m|2(M(α,X)) /= ∅},
M2(z0,α) :={X ∈ Cm×m|z0 ∈ 2(M(α,X))}.
Let us observe that Problem 1 has meaning if the setM2(z0,α) is nonempty. In Section 3 we will
demonstrate that such a set can be empty. Moreover, we will see thatM2(α) /= ∅ for any triple α.
Therefore, with these notations, the Problem 1 can be formulated in the following way.
Problem 2. Given z0 ∈ C, minimize ‖X − D‖ subject to X ∈M2(z0,α), whenever the setM2(z0,α) is
nonempty. We agree that the minimum is ∞ when this set is empty.
To simplify the Problem 2, there is not loss of generality if we assume that z0 = 0. In fact, let
α′ = (A − z0In,B,C); then
m(z0,M(α,X)) 2
if and only if
m(0,M(α′,X − z0Im)) 2.
Hence
min
X∈M2(z0,α)
‖X − D‖ = min
Y∈M2(0,α′)
‖Y − (D − z0Im)‖
In conclusion, the Problem 2 can be reduced to the following one.
Problem 3. Minimize
‖X − D‖, (2)
subject to X ∈M2(0,α).
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This question was inspired by the two following solved problems: (1) Assuming that A and D are
not necessarily square matrices, ﬁnd the nearest matrix X to D such that
rank
(
A B
C X
)
< rank
(
A B
C D
)
?
The solution to this problem was given by Marsaglia and Styan [9, Theorem 19, (8.1), (8.2) and (8.6)],
by Demmel [2, Theorem 3], by Wei [15, Theorem 2.1] and by Campbell and Meyer [1, Theorem 6.3.7,
page 102].
(2) LetM ∈ Cq×q beamatrix andλ0 be a complexnumber.We say thatλ0 is a k-derogatory eigenvalue
of M if dimKer(λ0Iq − M) k. We say that a matrix M is k-derogatory if it has some k-derogatory
eigenvalue. In [4] the minimum
min
{
‖Y − D‖ : Y ∈ Cm×m such that
(
A B
C Y
)
is kderogatory
}
where A ∈ Cn×n,B ∈ Cn×m,C ∈ Cm×n,D ∈ Cm×m was found.
The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2wewill introduce the results and notations
used in the article. We will prove that the setM2(α) is nonempty for each triple of matrices α in
Section 3. We will obtain a lower bound of (2) in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we will demonstrate
that this lower bound is attainable when z0 /∈ (A).
2. Preliminary results and notations
The group of invertible matrices in Ck×k will be denoted by GLk(C). Two unitary vectors u, v are a
pair of singular vectors of the matrix G for the singular value σ if Gv = σu and G∗u = σv. Here ∗ stands
for the conjugate transpose.
The following result can be seen in [7, Lemma 3.1].
Lemma 4. Let G ∈ Cq×q. If 0 is a multiple eigenvalue of G, then for each t ∈ R
rank
(
G tIq
0 G
)
 2q − 2.
We denote by Z† the Moore–Penrose inverse of a matrix Z . The next result is a reformulation of
Theorem 1.1 in [4].
Theorem 5. Given a matrix partitioned in the following way(
A B
C D
)
,
with A ∈ Cn×n and D ∈ Cm×m, for each matrix X ∈ Cm×m, let
GX :=
(
A B
C X
)
.
Let us call
ρ :=rank[A,B] + rank
[
A
C
]
− rankA,
M :=(I − AA†)B, N :=C(I − A†A), (3)
and
S(X) :=(I − NN†)(X − CA†B)(I − M†M). (4)
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Then, for each X ∈ Cm×m, we have
rankGX = ρ + rankS(X).
Moreover, for each integer r such that ρ  r < rankGD,
min{‖X − D‖ : X ∈ Cm×m, rankGX  r} = σp+1(S(D)),
where p = r − ρ.
The real or Hermitian part of a matrix F ∈ Cq×q is deﬁned by Re(F) :=(F + F∗)/2. The sequent result
was proved by Sun [13, Theorem 2.1], and by Hiriart-Urruty and Ye [6, Theorem 4.5]. This result is also
a particular case of Lemma A.5 in [7].
Theorem 6 (Sun, Hiriart-Urruty and Ye, Lippert). Let G,H ∈ Cq×q. Assume that the last three singular
values of G satisfy the conditions σq−2(G) > σq−1(G) = σq(G) > 0. Let U,V ∈ Cq×2 be matrices whose two
columns are orthonormal singular vectors associated with σq−1(G) and σq(G), respectively. Then as t → 0+
σq−1(G + tH) = σq−1(G) + tμ + O(t2),
where μ is the greatest eigenvalue of the matrix
Re(U∗HV).
Another result, which we will need in Subsection 5.1, is the following lemma [8].
Lemma 7. Let  be an open subset of R and F :  → Cm×n be an analytic function on . If the function
σi(F(t)) has a positive local maximum (or minimum) at t0 ∈ , then there exists a pair of singular vectors
u ∈ Cm×1, v ∈ Cn×1 of F(t0) corresponding to σi(F(t0)) such that
Re
(
u∗ dF
dt
(t0)v
)
= 0.
3. Existence of the spectrum of multiplicity 2
Let us observe that for a triple of matrices α = (A,B,C) ∈ Ln,m, the setM2(α) is nonempty if and
only if the set
̂2(α) :=
⋃
X∈Cm×m
{
λ0 ∈ C|m
(
λ0,
(
A B
C X
))
 2
}
=
⋃
X∈Cm×m
2(M(α,X))
is nonempty. A ﬁrst result, whose proof is immediate, is the following one.
Lemma 8. Given α = (A,B,C) ∈ Ln,m, and assuming that C = 0 or B = 0, we have
(i) If m = 1, then ̂2(α) = (A).
(ii) If m > 1, then ̂2(α) = C.
From here on, we will assume that B and C are nonzero matrices.
Deﬁnition 9. The matrices N1,N2 ∈ C(n+m)×(n+m) are (n,m)-similar if there are P ∈ GLn(C) and Q ∈
GLm(C) such that
N1 =
(
P 0
0 Q
)
N2
(
P 0
0 Q
)−1
.
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Lemma 10. Let α′ = (A′,B′,C ′) ∈ Ln,m be a triple. Assume that the matrix M(α′, 0) is (n,m)-similar to
M(α, 0). Then
̂2(α) = ̂2(α′).
Proof. If M(α, 0) and M(α′, 0) are (n,m)-similar, by means of matrices P ∈ GLn(C) and Q ∈ GLm(C),
then, for each X ∈ Cm×m, the matricesM(α,X) andM(α′,QXQ−1) are similar. Consequently
̂2(α) =
⋃
X∈Cm×m
2(M(α,X)) =
⋃
X∈Cm×m
2(M(α′,QXQ−1)) = ̂2(α′). 
Lemma 11. Let α = (A,B,C) be a triple. Assume that B are C are nonzero matrices. Then the matrix M(α, 0)
is (n,m)-similar, by means of unitary matrices, to a matrix in the reduced form⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
A11 0 0 0 0
A21 A22 0 0 0
A31 A32 A33 A34 B3
A41 A42 0 A44 B4
C1 0 0 C4 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (5)
where(
A33 A34 B3
0 A44 B4
)
and (A44,B4)
are controllable pairs.
Moreover, if Ci /= 0, then the pair (Ci,Aii) is observable. If Ci = 0 for some i ∈ {1, 4}, then in the 5 × 5
block-matrix (5)we remove all the blocks in the ith block-row and the ith block-column. Thus the form (5)
is reduced to a 4 × 4 block-matrix.
Remark 12. If the pair (A44,B4) is controllable and the pair (C4,A44) is observable, then the triple
(A44,B4,C4) is a minimal realization of the triple (A,B,C) [3, p. 218].
Proof. As B is nonzero, there is a unitary matrix P such that (PAP−1, PB) has the Kalman form(
A′
11
0 0
A′
21
A′
22
B′
2
)
,
with controllable (A′
22
,B′
2
). Hence(
P 0
0 I
)(
A B
C 0
)(
P 0
0 I
)−1
=
⎛⎝A′11 0 0A′
21
A′
22
B′
2
C ′
1
C ′
2
0
⎞⎠ .
Now then, if C ′
i
/= 0, we reduce the pair (C ′
i
,A′
ii
) to the Kalman form. Accordingly there exist unitary
matrices Q1,Q2 such that(
Q−1
1
A′
11
Q1
C ′
1
Q1
)
=
⎛⎝A11 0A21 A22
C1 0
⎞⎠ , (Q−12 A′22Q2
C ′
2
Q2
)
=
⎛⎝A33 A430 A44
0 C4
⎞⎠ ,
where (C1,A11) and (C4,A44) are observable pairs. 
Remark 13. By Lemma 10 we can assume that the matrixM(α, 0) has the form (5).
Remark 14. If the matrixM(α, 0) has the form (5), then ̂2(α4) ⊂ ̂2(α), where α4 :=(A44,B4,C4).
Lemma 15. Let m > 1 and assume that the matrix M(α, 0) is in the form (5). Then
(i) C \(A44) ⊂ ̂2(α).
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(ii) If in addition rankB4  m − 2 or rankC4  m − 2, we have ̂2(α) = C.
Proof. By Remark 14, it sufﬁces to demonstrate the lemma for the triple of matrices α4 = (A44,B4,C4).
Let us assume that A44 ∈ Cr×r . Let z0 ∈ C \(A44) and let
T := − (A44 − z0Ir)−1B4, X :=z0Im − C4T .
Given that(
Ir −T
0 Im
)(
A44 B4
C4 X
)(
Ir −T
0 Im
)−1
=
(
A44 − TC4 0
C4 z0Im
)
,
sincem 2, we infer that z0 ∈ 2(M(α4,X)) ⊂ ̂2(α4). This proves (i).
To demonstrate (ii), assume that rankB4  m − 2. Let P ∈ GLr(C) and Q ∈ GLm(C) such that
PB4Q
−1 = [B′4, 0],
with 0 ∈ Cr×2. Therefore,M(α4, 0) is (r,m)-similar to the matrix
M(α′4, 0) =
⎛⎝PA44P−1 B′4 0C ′
41
0 0
C ′
42
0 0
⎞⎠ , (C ′41
C ′
42
)
= QC ′44P−1,
where C ′
42
∈ C2×r . Next, taking
X =
(
0 0
0 z0I2
)
,
is easy to see that z0 is a multiple eigenvalue of M(α
′
4
,X). Hence, from Lemma 10, z0 ∈ ̂2(α′4) =
̂2(α4). 
Remark 16. In general, whenm > 1, ̂2(α) /= C. For example, for the triple α = (A,B,C), with A = 0 ∈
C2×2,B = C = I2, we readily see that 0 /∈ ̂2(α).
For the case m = 1 we are going to introduce some notations. Let p(λ) ∈ C[λ] be a polynomial; by
(p) and2(p) we will denote the sets of roots and multiple roots of p, respectively. We will also use
the notations
(p(λ)) :=(p), 2(p(λ)) :=2(p)
For each polynomial p ∈ C[λ, z] we will consider the set
̂2(p) :=
⋃
z∈C
2(p(λ, z)).
We need some auxiliary results. The ﬁrst one is the following lemma.
Lemma 17. Let p(λ), q(λ) ∈ C[λ] be polynomials without common roots,whose degrees satisfy d(p) = n >
d(q) 0. Consider the polynomial, of degree 2n,
t(λ) :=p2(λ) − q(λ)p′(λ) + p(λ)q′(λ). (6)
Assume that a complex number λ0 is a common root of t(λ) and p(λ). If λ0 is a root of multiplicity m of
t(λ), then λ0 is a root of multiplicity m + 1 of p(λ).
Proof. We are going to prove it by induction on m. For m = 1, observe that the equality t(λ0) = 0
implies
0 = p2(λ0) − q(λ0)p′(λ0) + p(λ0)q′(λ0) = −q(λ0)p′(λ0) = 0,
since p(λ0) = 0. As p(λ) and q(λ) do not have common roots, we conclude that p′(λ0) = 0. That is to say,
λ0 is at least a double root of p(λ).
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Next assume that the result is true form = k. Now let λ0 be a root of p(λ) and a root of multiplicity
 k of t(λ). One readily sees that
t(k)(λ) =
k∑
i=0
p(i)(λ)Ri(λ) − q(λ)p(k+1)(λ). (7)
where Ri(λ) ∈ C[λ]. Applying the induction hypothesis, from (7) it follows that
0 = t(k)(λ0) = −q(λ0)p(k+1)(λ0).
Hence p(k+1)(λ0) = 0, because p(λ0) = 0, and p(λ) and q(λ) do not have common roots. Therefore, λ0 is
a root of multiplicity k + 2 of p(λ). 
Lemma 18. Let p(λ), q(λ) ∈ C[λ] be polynomials whose degrees satisfy d(p) = n > d(q) 0. Consider the
polynomial r(λ, z) ∈ C[λ, z] deﬁned by
r(λ, z) :=q(λ) + (λ − z)p(λ).
Then the set ̂2(r) is nonempty and ﬁnite.
Proof. Let s(λ) be the greatest common divisor of p(λ) and q(λ). Assume that
p(λ) = s(λ)p1(λ) and q(λ) = s(λ)q1(λ).
Then
r(λ, z) = s(λ)[q1(λ) + (λ − z)p1(λ)] = s(λ)r1(λ, z).
Hence
̂2(r1) ⊂ ̂2(r) ⊂ ̂2(r1) ∪(s).
We conclude that it sufﬁces to prove the result for r1(λ, z), or equivalently, that it is sufﬁcient to prove
the lemma assuming that p(λ) and q(λ) do not have common roots.
Assume that λ0 ∈ ̂2(r). Then there is a z0 ∈ C such that
r(λ0, z0) = 0, ∂r
∂λ
(λ0, z0) = 0,
or, equivalently,
q(λ0) + (λ0 − z0)p(λ0) = 0, (8a)
q′(λ0) + (λ0 − z0)p′(λ0) + p(λ0) = 0. (8b)
Moreover, p(λ0) /= 0. Indeed, if it were p(λ0) = 0, from (8a) we would deduce that q(λ0) = 0. Which is
impossible, since we have assumed that p(λ) and q(λ) do not have common roots.
From (8a) we ﬁnd that
λ0 − z0 = −q(λ0)
p(λ0)
,
which substituted in (8b) and multiplying by p(λ0), yields
p2(λ0) − q(λ0)p′(λ0) + p(λ0)q′(λ0) = 0,
that is, from (6), t(λ0) = 0. Therefore, if λ0 ∈ ̂2(r), then there is a z0 ∈ C such that
(i) p(λ0) /= 0, (ii) z0 = λ0 + q(λ0)
p(λ0)
, (iii) t(λ0) = 0.
Thus, ̂2(r) ⊂ (t), and accordingly ̂2(r) is at most ﬁnite. To prove that ̂2(r) is nonempty, we must
prove that the polynomial t(λ) admits at least one root λ0 such that p(λ0) /= 0. Assume the opposite,
namely that
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(t(λ)) ⊂ (p(λ)).
Then from Lemma 17, each root of t(λ) is a root of p(λ) with multiplicity one unity more at least. But
this is impossible because d(t) = 2n > n = d(p). 
Lemma 19. Let α = (A,B,C) ∈ Ln,1 be a triple of matrices such that (A,B) is controllable and (C,A) is
observable. Then the set ̂2(α) is nonempty and ﬁnite.
Proof. Since (A,B) is controllable, there are a matrix P ∈ GLn(C) and a complex number Q /= 0 such
that
(
P 0
0 Q
)(
A B
C 0
)(
P 0
0 Q
)−1
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
a1 a2 · · · an−1 an 1
1 0 · · · 0 0 0
0 1 · · · 0 0 0
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 · · · 1 0 0
c1 c2 · · · cn−1 cn 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Hence, from Lemma 10, the set ̂2(α) is formed by the multiple roots of all polynomials in λ of the
form
det(λIn+1 − M(α, z)) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ − a1 −a2 · · · −an−1 −an −1
−1 λ · · · 0 0 0
0 −1 · · · 0 0 0
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 · · · −1 λ 0
−c1 −c2 · · · −cn−1 −cn λ − z
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
where z varies in C. Developing this determinant by the last column,
r(λ, z) := det(λIn+1 − M(α, z)) = q(λ) + (λ − z)p(λ), (9)
where
q(λ) = −
n∑
i=1
ciλ
n−i, p(λ) = λn −
n∑
i=1
aiλ
n−i.
That is ̂2(r) = ̂2(α). Given that (C,A) is observable, it follows q(λ) /= 0. Thus d(p) = n > d(q) 0.
Hence, from Lemma 18, the set ̂2(r) = ̂2(α) is nonempty and ﬁnite. 
With these preparatory results, we have the next lemma for the casem = 1.
Lemma 20. Let α = (A,B,C) ∈ Ln,1 be a triple of matrices. Assume that thematrix M(α, 0) has the form (5).
Then
(i) If C4 = 0, then ̂2(α) = (A).
(ii) If C4 is nonzero, then the set ̂2(α) is nonempty and ﬁnite.
Proof. One readily sees that (i) is true. To demonstrate (ii), observe that
̂2(α4) ⊂ ̂2(α) ⊂ ̂2(α4) ∪(A),
where α4 = (A44,B4,C4). In view of Lemma 19 the set ̂2(α4) is nonempty and ﬁnite. 
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Gathering Lemmas 15 and 20, we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 21. Let α = (A,B,C) ∈ Ln,m be a triple of matrices. Then
(i) If m = 1, then the set ̂2(α) is nonempty and ﬁnite.
(ii) If m > 1, then the set ̂2(α) coincides with the complex plane except possibly a ﬁnite number of
points.
4. Lower bound of the minimum (2)
Let us consider the triple α = (A,B,C) ∈ Ln,m and D ∈ Cm×m. Let X be such that m(0,M(α,X)) 2.
Then, from Lemma 4, for each t ∈ R
rank
⎛⎜⎜⎝
A B tIn 0
C X 0 tIm
0 0 A B
0 0 C X
⎞⎟⎟⎠ = rank
⎛⎜⎜⎝
A tIn B 0
0 A 0 B
C 0 X tIm
0 C 0 X
⎞⎟⎟⎠ 2(n + m) − 2. (10)
Now, using the notations of Theorem 5, we deﬁne
ρ(t) :=rank
(
A tIn B 0
0 A 0 B
)
+ rank
⎛⎜⎜⎝
A tIn
0 A
C 0
0 C
⎞⎟⎟⎠− rank(A tIn0 A
)
,
p(t) :=2n + 2m − 2 − ρ(t), (11)
M(t) :=
(
I2n −
(
A tIn
0 A
)(
A tIn
0 A
)†)(
B 0
0 B
)
N(t) :=
(
C 0
0 C
)(
I2n −
(
A tIn
0 A
)† (
A tIn
0 A
))
S2(t,X) :=
(
I2m − N(t)N(t)†
)
×
((
X tIm
0 X
)
−
(
C 0
0 C
)(
A tIn
0 A
)† (
B 0
0 B
))
×(I2m − M(t)†M(t)) (12)
By Theorem 5,
rank
⎛⎜⎜⎝
A tIn B 0
0 A 0 B
C 0 X tIm
0 C 0 X
⎞⎟⎟⎠ = ρ(t) + rankS2(t,X);
asm(0,M(α,X)) 2, from (10) and (11) we deduce that for each t ∈ R,
ρ(t) + rankS2(t,X) 2n + 2m − 2 ⇐⇒ rankS2(t,X) 2n + 2m − 2 − ρ(t) = p(t).
Therefore,
σp(t)+1(S2(t,X)) = 0. (13)
We need the following result about the continuity of the singular values.
Lemma 22. Given t ∈ R,X ∈ Cm×m, for each i = 1, . . . , 2m,
|σi(S2(t,X)) − σi(S2(t,D))| ‖X − D‖. (14)
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Proof. For eachmatrixM, it follows that In −M†M and Im −MM† are orthogonal projectors; hence
‖In −M†M‖ 1 and ‖Im −MM†‖ 1. Owing to
|σi(S2(t,X)) − σi(S2(t,D))| ‖S2(t,X) − S2(t,D)‖,
from definition (12) we deduce that
‖S2(t,X) − S2(t,D)‖ ‖I2m − N(t)N(t)†‖
×
∥∥∥∥(X tIm0 X
)
−
(
D tIm
0 D
)∥∥∥∥ ‖I2m − M(t)†M(t)‖ 1 · ‖X − D‖ · 1 
Let X be such thatm(0,M(α,X)) 2. By (13) and (14), for each t ∈ R we deduce
σp(t)+1(S2(t,D)) ‖X − D‖.
Consequently, we have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 23 (Lower bound of (2)).
sup
t∈R
σp(t)+1(S2(t,D)) min
X∈Cm×m
m(0,M(α,X))2
‖X − D‖.
A solution of Problem 3 comes in the following conjecture.
Conjecture 24. Let us consider a triple of matrices α = (A,B,C) ∈ Ln,m and let D ∈ Cm×m. Then
min
X∈Cm×m
m(0,M(α,X))2
‖X − D‖ = sup
t∈R
σp(t)+1(S2(t,D)), (15)
where
σj(S2(t,D)) :=
{∞ if j < 1,
0 if j > 2m.
If there is no matrix X ∈ Cm×m such thatm(0,M(α,X)) 2, we will agree that min ‖X − D‖ = ∞.
5. The case when z0 ∈/(A)
In this section, we are going to prove Conjecture 24when 0 /∈ (A). Let us recall thatwe can assume
that z0 = 0 without loss of generality. In view of definition (11), p(t) + 1 = 2m − 1. Thus, Conjecture
24 leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 25. Let us consider a triple of matrices α = (A,B,C) ∈ Ln,m and let D ∈ Cm×m. Assume that 0 /∈
(A). Then
sup
t∈R
σ2m−1(S2(t,D)) = min
X∈Cm×m
m(0,M(α,X))2
‖X − D‖. (16)
Because we are assuming that 0 is not an eigenvalue of A and considering Proposition 23, what we
have to prove is the next inequality,
sup
t∈R
σ2m−1(S2(t,D)) min
X∈Cm×m
m(0,M(α,X))2
‖X − D‖; (17)
which is the objective of this section.
To simplify the notations, let us deﬁne
M :=D − CA−1B, N := Im + CA−2B, S2(t) :=S2(t,D). (18)
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Definition (12) implies that the matrix S2(t,D) is reduced to
S2(t) = S2(t,D) =
(
M tN
0 M
)
. (19)
The demonstration of Theorem 25 in the m = 1 case, which we will analyze apart, is somewhat
special. Thus, until further notice in contrary, let us assume that m > 1.
In the following lemma, we are going to sum up some properties of the function t → σ2m−1(S2(t)).
Lemma 26. With the notations above:
(i) If for some t /= 0, σ2m−1(S2(t)) = 0, then for each t ∈ R, σ2m−1(S2(t)) = 0.
(ii) The function t → σ2m−1(S2(t)) is bounded on R.
(iii) If rankN 2, then
lim
t→∞ σ2m−1(S2(t)) = 0.
(iv) For each t ∈ R, σ2m−1(S2(t)) = σ2m−1(S2(−t)).
Proof. The demonstration of (i) is analogous to that of Lemma 3.4, page 180, in [7]. To prove (ii) using
[11, Theorem 2]
σk+j−1(G + F) σk(G) + σj(F),
from (19) it follows that
σ2m−1(S2(t)) σ1
(
M 0
0 M
)
+ σ2m−1
(
0 tN
0 0
)
= ‖M‖.
Let us observe that rankN 2 ⇒ σ2(N) > 0; the proof of (iii) follows from the demonstration of
Lemma 2, page 445 in [8]. Finally, (iv) is immediate. 
From here on, we are going to assume that σ2m−1(S2(t)) > 0 for all t /= 0. Otherwise, from (13), the
number z0 = 0 would be a multiple eigenvalue ofM(α,D).
Given a t0 /= 0, let us deﬁne
σ0 :=σ2m−1(S2(t0)),
which is greater than 0, and let
u :=
(
u1
u2
)
, v :=
(
v1
v2
)
∈ C2m×1. (20)
be a pair of singular vectors of S2(t0), associatedwith the singular value σ0, where u1,u2, v1, v2 ∈ Cm×1.
Proceeding as in [8, Section 4], we will establish some properties of u, v. First, since S2(t0)v = σ0u
and S2(t0)
∗u = σ0v, from (19) and (20), we see that
Mv1 + t0Nv2 = σ0u1, (21)
Mv2 = σ0u2, (22)
M∗u1 = σ0v1, (23)
t0N
∗
u1 +M∗u2 = σ0v2. (24)
Multiplying on the left each of the previous expressions by u∗
1
,u∗
2
, v∗
1
, v∗
2
, respectively, we deduce
that
u∗1Mv1 + t0u∗1Nv2 = σ0u∗1u1, (25)
u∗2Mv2 = σ0u∗2u2, (26)
v∗1M
∗
u1 = σ0v∗1v1, (27)
t0v
∗
2N
∗
u1 + v∗2M∗u2 = σ0v∗2v2. (28)
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If we subtract the conjugate of (27) from (25), and the conjugate of (26) from (28), we infer that
t0u
∗
1Nv2 = σ0[u∗1u1 − v∗1v1], (29)
t0v
∗
2N
∗
u1 = σ0[v∗2v2 − u∗2u2]. (30)
By (19), we ﬁnd that
(0,u∗1)S2(t0)v = u∗1Mv2, (v∗2, 0)S2(t0)∗u = v∗2Mu1.
Hence,
0 = (0,u∗1)S2(t0)v − [(v∗2, 0)S2(t0)∗u]∗ = (0,u∗1)σ0u − [(v∗2, 0)σ0v]∗ = σ0[v∗1v2 − u∗1u2].
Finally, since σ0 /= 0, we conclude
v∗1v2 = u∗1u2. (31)
With respect to the function t → σ2m−1(S2(t)) two cases can happen:
(1) there is a real number t0  0 such that
sup
t0
σ2m−1(S2(t)) = σ2m−1(S2(t0)),
(2) there is no real number t0 satisfying this equality.
In case (1) we call σ0 :=σ2m−1(S2(t0)), and we will consider two subcases: t0 > 0 and t0 = 0.
5.1. The t0 > 0 subcase
Since σ2m−1(S2(t)) attains its absolutemaximum at t0 > 0, from Lemma 7, there is a pair of singular
vectors u, v ∈ C2m×1 of S2(t0) corresponding to σ2m−1(S2(t0)) = σ0 > 0 such that
Re
(
u∗ dS2
dt
(t0)v
)
= Re
(
u∗
(
0 N
0 0
)
v
)
= 0
Partitioning the vectors u, v according to the sizes in (20), we see that
Re(u∗1Nv2) = 0. (32)
Let us observe that u, v satisfy the equalities (21)–(31). As t0 /= 0 and u∗1u1 − v∗1v1 is a real number,
from equality (29) we conclude that u∗
1
Nv2 is real. Because of this and (32),
u∗1Nv2 = 0 ⇔ v∗2N∗u1 = 0.
In view of σ0 > 0, from (29) and (30) we deduce that
u∗1u1 = v∗1v1, u∗2u2 = v∗2v2. (33)
Let
V :=[v1, v2] ∈ Cm×2, U :=[u1,u2] ∈ Cm×2.
From (31) and (33), we ﬁnd the equality
V∗V = U∗U ∈ C2×2. (34)
Now let us consider
D0 :=D − σ0UV †.
To prove Theorem 25 in this subcase, it is enough to prove that ‖D − D0‖ = σ0 and that 0 is a multiple
eigenvalue of the matrix
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(
A B
C D0
)
.
Since V∗V = U∗U, there is a unitary matrixW ∈ Cm×m such that U = WV . Hence
‖D − D0‖ = σ0‖UV †‖ = σ0‖WVV †‖ = σ0‖VV †‖ = σ0,
because VV † is an nonzero orthogonal projector. Moreover we deduce that
D0V = DV − σ0UV †V = DV − σ0WVV †V = DV − σ0WV .
That is
D0V = DV − σ0U. (35)
Given that rankV∗V = rankV and ‖(v1, v2)T‖ = 1, we deduce that rankV∗V  1. There are two pos-
sibilities: rankV = 1 or rankV = 2. In the rankV = 1 case, we analyze the v2 = 0 and v2 /= 0 cases.
Lemma 27. With the notations above, assume that rankV = 1 and v2 = 0. Then{
u2 = 0,
N∗u1 = 0.
Proof. From (22), since σ0 > 0, we conclude that u2 = 0. Moreover, from (24) and due to t0 > 0, we
deduceN∗u1 = 0. 
For the other case, we have the following result.
Lemma 28. If rankV = 1 and v2 /= 0, thenNv2 = 0.
Proof. Since rankV = 1 and v2 /= 0, there is a complex number λ such that
v1 + λv2 = 0, or equivalently V
(
1
λ
)
= 0.
Hence, as from (34), V∗V = U∗U, we infer that
0 = (1, λ¯)V∗V
(
1
λ
)
= (1, λ¯)U∗U
(
1
λ
)
.
Therefore, 0 =
∥∥∥∥U (1λ
)∥∥∥∥; that is U (1λ
)
= 0. Thus, we conclude that
v1 = −λv2, and u1 = −λu2. (36)
Adding to (21) the equality (22) previously multiplied by λ, from (36) we see thatNV2 = 0. 
5.1.1. rank V = 2
Let us observe that rankV = 2 implies the linear independence of v1 and v2. Hence it is enough to
ﬁnd vectors w1,w2 ∈ Cn×1 such that(
A B
C D0
)(
w2 w1
v2 v1
)
=
(
w2 w1
v2 v1
)(
0 −t0
0 0
)
.
Since A is invertible, operating in the ﬁrst row of blocks, we ﬁnd that
w2 = −A−1Bv2, w1 = −A−1Bv1 + t0A−2Bv2.
In view of (35), D0vi = Dvi − σ0ui, i = 1, 2; therefore from the second row of blocks we infer that{−CA−1Bv2 + Dv2 − σ0u2 = 0
−CA−1Bv1 + t0CA−2Bv2 + Dv1 − σ0u1 = −t0v2,
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which according to notations (18), are reduced to
Mv2 = σ0u2, Mv1 + t0Nv2 = σ0u1.
These equalities are true from (22) and (21).
5.1.2. rank V = 1, v2 =/ 0
Since v2 /= 0, it is sufﬁcient to ﬁnd vectors w1 /= 0,w2 ∈ Cn×1 such that(
A B
C D0
)(
w2 w1
v2 0
)
=
(
w2 w1
v2 0
)(
0 1
0 0
)
.
We see that
w2 = −A−1Bv2, w1 = −A−2Bv2.
Using (35) with the second row of blocks, we see that
−CA−1Bv2 + Dv2 − σ0u2 = 0 − CA−2Bv2 = v2,
that is, from (18),
Mv2 = σ0u2, Nv2 = 0,
These equalities hold by (22) and Lemma 28, respectively.
Finally w1 /= 0, because on the contrary,
A−2Bv2 = 0 ⇒ CA−2Bv2 = 0 ⇒ [Im + CA−2B]v2 = v2.
That is, from (18),
w1 = 0 ⇒Nv2 = v2.
But from Lemma 28,Nv2 = 0, a contradiction.
5.1.3. rank V = 1, v2 = 0
We know that u2 = 0 because v2 = 0 (see Lemma 27), hence u1 /= 0. To show that 0 is a multiple
eigenvalue of the matrixM(α,D0), it sufﬁces to ﬁnd vectors w2 /= 0,w1 ∈ C1×n such that(
w1 u
∗
1
w2 0
)(
A B
C D0
)
=
(
0 0
1 0
)(
w1 u
∗
1
w2 0
)
.
From the ﬁrst column of blocks we ﬁnd that
w1 = −u∗1CA−1, w2 = −u∗1CA−2.
Likewise for the second column, and from notations (18), we see that{−u∗
1
CA−1B + u∗
1
D0 = 0 (i),
u∗
1
N = 0 (ii).
Eq. (ii) is true from Lemma 27. To prove (i), we are going to compute u∗
1
D0 = u∗1D − σ0u∗1UV †. First,
since v2 = u2 = 0, it arises that V = [v1, 0] and U = [u1, 0]. Thus,
V † = V∗ =
(
v∗
1
0
)
.
Therefore u∗
1
UV † = u∗
1
u1v1 = v∗1, because u is a unitary vector. Hence, u∗1D0 = u∗1D − σ0v∗1. From nota-
tions (18), Eq. (i) becomes
u∗1M = σ0v∗1 ⇔M∗u1 = σ0v1;
this is true from (23).
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To conclude, we are going to prove that w2 /= 0. If it were w2 = 0, then
u∗1CA
−2 = 0 ⇒ u∗1CA−2B = 0 ⇒ u∗1[Im + CA−2B] = u∗1;
that is, from (18),
w2 = 0 ⇒ u∗1N = u∗1;
which is absurd, because u∗
1
N = 0 (Lemma 27) and u1 /= 0.
Remark 29. Let us observe that all the results in this Section (5.1) remain true for any t0 such that the
function t → σ2m−1(S2(t)) has a relative extremumat t0. Therefore, whatwe have proved is the coming
assertion.
Assume that the function t → σ2m−1(S2(t))has a relative extremumat t0 > 0,whereσ2m−1(S2(t0)) =
σ0 > 0. Then there is a matrix D0 such that
(i) m(0,M(α,D0)) 2,
(ii) ‖D − D0‖ = σ0.
Consequently, one readily sees the next corollary.
Corollary 30. The function σ2m−1(S2(t)) has no relative minimum, except perhaps at t = 0.
5.2. The t0 = 0 subcase
Assume that t → σ2m−1(S2(t)) attains its absolute maximum σ0 at t0 = 0. From (19) we deduce that
σ2m−1(S2(0)) = σm(M) = σ2m(S2(0)) = σ0.
There are two cases: σm−1(M) = σm(M) and σm−1(M) > σm(M).
5.2.1. σm−1(M) = σm(M)
When σm−1(M) = σm(M) = σ0, there are pairs of singular vectors (u1, v1), (u2, v2) ofM associated
with σ0, such that U
∗U = I2 = V∗V , where U :=[u1,u2] and V :=[v1, v2]. Now let us deﬁne the matrix
D0 :=D − σ0UV∗.
Since ‖UV∗‖ = 1, it follows that ‖D − D0‖ = σ0. Moreover, because ofMvi = σ0ui, i = 1, 2, one readily
sees that(
A B
C D0
)(−A−1Bvi
vi
)
= 0.
That is, 0 is a multiple eigenvalue ofM(α,D0).
Remark 31. Let us observe that in this case,
min
X∈Cm×m
m(0,M(α,X))2
‖X − D‖ = min
X∈Cm×m
gm(0,M(α,X))2
‖X − D‖,
where gm denotes the geometric multiplicity. This equality was also proved in [4].
5.2.2. σm−1(M) > σm(M)
As
σ2m−2(S2(0)) > σ2m−1(S2(0)) = σ2m(S2(0)) = σ0,
σ0 is at least a double singular value of S2(0). Now let u, v be a pair of singular vectors ofM associated
with σ0. Then U =
(
u 0
0 u
)
,V =
(
v 0
0 v
)
are two matrices belonging to C2m×2, formed by singular
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vectors of S2(0) corresponding to σ0. Let us observe that U
∗U = I2 = V∗V . Because of Theorem 6, as
t → 0+
σ2m−1(S2(t)) = σ2m−1(S2(0)) + tμ + O(t2),
where μ is the greatest eigenvalue of
Re
(
U∗
(
0 N
0 0
)
V
)
= 1
2
(
0 u∗Nv
v∗N∗u 0
)
.
Since μ = |u∗Nv|/2, as t → 0+
σ2m−1(S2(t)) = σ2m−1(S2(0)) + t |u
∗Nv|
2
+ O(t2).
But as σ2m−1(S2(t)) attains themaximumvalue at t = 0, that is σ2m−1(S2(0)) > σ2m−1(S2(t)) for all t > 0,
we see that |u∗Nv| 0. Therefore,
u∗Nv = 0. (37)
Now let us deﬁne
D0 :=D − σ0uv∗.
In the same way as in the former case, we know that ‖D − D0‖ = σ0. It is well known [16, page 11] that
an eigenvalue is multiple if and only if it has a pair of orthogonal (left and right) eigenvectors. Thus
to prove that 0 is a multiple eigenvalue of M(α,D0), it sufﬁces to ﬁnd two vectors w1,w2 ∈ Cn×1 that
satisfy(
A B
C D0
)(
w1
v
)
= 0,
(
w2
u
)∗ (
A B
C D0
)
= 0,
(
w2
u
)∗ (
w1
v
)
= 0.
SinceMv = σ0u and (37), one readily sees that the vectors
w1 := − A−1Bv, w∗2 := − u∗CA−1
satisfy the anterior equations.
Remark 32. Let us observe that in this case
min
X∈Cm×m
m(0,M(α,X))2
‖X − D‖ = min
X∈Cm×m
0∈(M(α,X))
‖X − D‖.
See also [4].
5.3. The case when the supremum is not attained
When the supremum in
sup
t0
σ2m−1(S2(t)),
is not attained, ﬁrst from Corollary 30 the function t → σ2m−1(S2(t)) is strictly increasing; hence it
has no relative extremum, save for a minimum at t = 0. Second, rankN = 1 because of Lemma 26
(iii). Now let is consider a strictly increasing sequence of real numbers {tk}∞k=1 that tends to ∞ when
k → ∞, and let us denote σˆk :=σ2m−1(S2(tk)). Since the sequence {σˆk} is bounded by Lemma 26 (ii), and
is increasing, then it has limit when k → ∞. Let
σ0 := lim
k→∞
σˆk.
For each k, let
uk =
(
uk
1
uk
2
)
, vk =
(
vk
1
vk
2
)
, uki , v
k
i ∈ Cm×1
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be a pair of singular vectors of S2(tk), associated with σˆk . Since u
k and vk are unitary, the sequence
{(uk , vk)}∞
k=1 has a converging subsequence, let us say to (u, v). To simplify, we will denote a such
subsequence with the same index k. Hence
lim
k→∞
uk = u =:
(
u1
u2
)
, lim
k→∞
vk = v =:
(
v1
v2
)
.
Let us observe that, for each k, the equalities (21)–(24) hold for tk ,u
k , vk and σˆk . Hence, taking limits,
we see that
lim
k→∞
tkNv
k
2 = σ0u1 −Mv1, (38)
Nv2 = 0, (39)
Mv2 = σ0u2, (40)
M∗u1 = σ0v1, (41)
lim
k→∞
tkN
∗
uk1 = σ0v2 −M∗u2, (42)
N∗u1 = 0. (43)
Now we need the following lemma.
Lemma 33. Let {tk}∞k=1 be a sequence of real numbers which tends to → ∞when k → ∞. Let G ∈ C
p×p
be
a matrix and let xk , yk ∈ Cp×1, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . be vector sequences such that
(i) limk→∞ Gyk = 0,
(ii) supk=0,1,2,... ‖tk(xk)∗G‖ T < ∞, where T is a positive constant.
Then
lim
k→∞
tk(x
k)∗Gyk = 0.
Proof. Let rankG = s. There is no loss of generality assuming that
G =
(
Is 0
0 0
)
.
For each k, let
xk =
(
xk
1
xk
2
)
, yk =
(
yk
1
yk
2
)
be such that xk
1
, yk
1
∈ Cs×1. For each k, we deduce that
|tk(xk)∗Gyk| = |tk(xk1)∗yk1| ‖tk(xk1)∗‖‖yk1‖.
The lemma is proved if we observe that (i) implies limk→∞ yk1 = 0 and (ii) implies for all k, ‖tk(xk1)∗‖ T . 
As a consequence of this lemma and from the equalities (38) to (43) one readily sees
lim
t→∞ tk(u
k
1)
∗Nvk2 = limt→∞ tk(v
k
2)
∗N∗uk1 = 0. (44)
Let us observe also that for each k, the equalities (29) and (30) are true for tk ,u
k , vk and σˆk . Hence,
taking limits in these equalities when k → ∞, from (44) we ﬁnd that
u∗1u1 = v∗1v1, u∗2u2 = v∗2v2, (45)
because σ0 > 0. In the same way, taking limits, from (31) we infer that
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v∗1v2 = u∗1u2. (46)
Now let us consider the sequences of matrices Uk = [uk
1
,uk
2
] and Vk = [vk
1
, vk
2
] that converge to U =
[u1,u2] and V = [v1, v2] when k → ∞, respectively. In view of (45) and (46) we conclude that U∗U =
V∗V . Now let us deﬁne
D0 :=D − σ0UV †.
As in Section 5.1, we immediately see that ‖D − D0‖ = σ0. Moreover, equality (35) also holds in this
case. That is
D0V = DV − σ0U. (47)
We are going to prove that 0 is a multiple eigenvalue of the matrix M(α,D0). To do that, we will
separate two cases: v2 /= 0 and v2 = 0.
5.3.1. v2 =/ 0
In this case, as v2 /= 0, it sufﬁces to ﬁnd vectors w1 /= 0,w2 ∈ Cn×1 such that(
A B
C D0
)(
w2 w1
v2 0
)
=
(
w2 w1
v2 0
)(
0 1
0 0
)
.
From the ﬁrst row of blocks we see that
w2 = −A−1Bv2, w1 = −A−2Bv2.
Using (47) for the second row of blocks we deduce that{−CA−1Bv2 + Dv2 − σ0u2 = 0,
−CA−2Bv2 = v2,
that is, from (18),
Mv2 = σ0u2, Nv2 = 0.
These equalities hold because of (40) and (39), respectively.
It remains to prove thatw1 /= 0. Reasoning in the sameway as in Subsection 5.1.2 (rankV = 1, v2 /= 0
case), we conclude that
w1 = 0 ⇒Nv2 = v2.
But given that (39) impliesNv2 = 0, we ﬁnd a contradiction.
5.3.2. v2 = 0
Since σ0 > 0 and v2 = 0, from (40), we see that u2 = 0, and hence u1 /= 0. Thus, in this case, we will
seek vectors w2 /= 0,w1 ∈ C1×n such that(
w1 u
∗
1
w2 0
)(
A B
C D0
)
=
(
0 0
1 0
)(
w1 u
∗
1
w2 0
)
.
Making operations, from the ﬁrst column of blocks we infer that
w1 = −u∗1CA−1, w2 = −u∗1CA−2.
Concerning the second one, and from (18), we know that{−u∗
1
CA−1B + u∗
1
D0 = 0 (i),
u∗
1
N = 0 (ii).
Eq. (ii) holds because of (43). To prove (i), operating as in Subsection 5.1.3, rankV = 1, v2 = 0 case, we
conclude that u∗
1
D0 = u∗1D − σ0v∗1. Hence, using the notations (18), Eq. (i) is turned into
u∗1M = σ0v∗1 ⇔M∗u1 = σ0v1;
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this last equality is true because of (41).
Now we will see that w2 /= 0. Otherwise,
u∗1CA
−2 = 0 ⇒ u∗1CA−2B = 0 ⇒ u∗1[Im + CA−2B] = u∗1;
in view of (18), that is
w2 = 0 ⇒ u∗1N = u∗1,
and by (43), u∗
1
N = 0, which is absurd.
5.4. The m = 1 case
Whenm = 1, it follows that p(t) + 1 = 2m − 1 = 1. Hence, from the notations in (19) we deduce
sup
t∈R
σ1(S2(t)) = sup
t∈R
σ1
(
M tN
0 M
)
=
{ ∞, ifN /= 0,
|M|, ifN = 0.
A ﬁrst consequence is the following one.
Corollary 34. With the notations above, ifN /= 0 then there is nomatrix X ∈ C1×1 such that0 is amultiple
eigenvalue of M(α,X).
Proof. Since in this case supt∈R σ1(S2(t)) = ∞, the proof is immediate because of Proposition 23. 
Accordingly, to demonstrate Theorem 25 in this case, it sufﬁces to prove that ifN = 0 then there
is D0 ∈ C1×1 such that |D0 − D| = |M|. In view of notations (18) and (19), deﬁning
D0 :=CA−1B = D −M,
and from the factN = 0, we see that(
A B
C D0
)(−A−1B −A−1B − A−2B
1 1
)
=
(−A−1B −A−1B − A−2B
1 1
)(
0 1
0 0
)
,
where the two considered vectors are linearly independent. Therefore 0 is a multiple eigenvalue of
M(α,D0).
6. Conclusions
Given anymatrices A ∈ Cn×n,B ∈ Cn×m,C ∈ Cm×n, we have proved that there is amatrix X ∈ Cm×m
such that(
A B
C X
)
has at least one multiple eigenvalue. However, if we prescribe the multiple eigenvalue z0, then in
general we cannot assure the existence of such amatrix X . To analyze this questionwe have simpliﬁed
the triple of matrices (A,B,C) to a reduced form (5).
Afterwards we have addressed the problem: Let D ∈ Cm×m be a matrix,⎧⎨⎩
Minimize : ‖X − D‖
Subject to : z0 is a multiple eigenvalue of
(
A B
C X
)
,
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the spectral norm. We have given a solution to this problem when z0 is not an
eigenvalue of A. The solution comes in terms of the supremum of a bounded function of a real variable
t → σ2m−1(S2(t)).
We also give a conjecture when z0 is an eigenvalue of A; see Conjecture 24. Here the prior function
becomes
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t → σp(t)+1(S2(t)),
where the subscript of the singular value also depends on t. This case is the aim of another paper,
which was submitted after the present one.
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